33rd International Congress on Occupational Health
6 - 10 February 2022
Melbourne - Rome global digital congress

OFFICIAL CONGRESS
PARTNERSHIP & EXHIBITION
PROSPECTUS

The International Congress on Occupational Health is held every three years by the International Commission on
Occupational Health (ICOH). Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the next edition, previously planned to be held in Melbourne
in 2021, will be held from 6-10 February 2022 in a new digital format.
The digital Congress will be a high level experience in terms of scientific content and interaction, with networking and
engagement opportunities. The Congress will be run through a visually rich digital platform recreating the environment of
an in-presence congress. The platform will accommodate all sessions and main events that are traditionally included in the
ICOH Congress format, and will also feature networking rooms, live chats, exhibition areas, and much more.
Participants will have 24/7 on-demand access to all sessions and content through the Congress digital platform. Live
broadcasting will be organized for Plenary sessions and the Global Policy Forum on two stages, taking into account different
time zones (“Rome stage” and “Melbourne stage”). Semi-Plenary sessions will provide the opportunity of a live discussion
at the end of each session, while Special Sessions, Oral Free Paper and Interactive Poster sessions will be available ondemand at any time during the Congress through the Congress digital platform.
The ICOH Congress is recognized as the most relevant Congress in the world for occupational health professionals, policy
makers, academics and researchers across a multitude of disciplines.
With the theme “Sharing solutions in occupational health through and beyond the pandemic”, ICOH 2022 will be
a forum to share knowledge, discuss best practices and share solutions for better worker health worldwide. Furthermore,
COVID-19 will be the main focus of the Global Policy Forum, with the theme “Work as a key dimension of the COVID-19
pandemic: Sharing experiences and solutions in occupational health”.
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OVERVIEW
Congress Objectives
The COVID-19 pandemic has had an unprecedented impact on the health and wellbeing of workers across the globe.
This applies not just to healthcare workers and other workers in the front line of the pandemic response, but also to those
workers who have lost their employment due to the severe economic impact.
The pandemic has also increased health inequities in the workplace, with the most vulnerable often being at greatest risk,
such as migrant workers through having poorer working and living environments, and lower access to prevention measures
and vaccines. Working arrangements have undergone dramatic changes in many jobs and these workers are having to
adapt to the new reality of working and living with COVID. Therefore, the main theme of the 2022 ICOH Congress is ‘Sharing
solutions in occupational health through and beyond the pandemic’. Through the Plenary and Semi-Plenary presentations,
Special Sessions and the Policy Forum, the Congress will explore the multiple impacts of COVID-19 and investigate ways
that workers, occupational health professionals, employers and governments can work together to develop and share
solutions to best prepare workplaces for a post pandemic world.

Main program tracks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accident Prevention
Aging and Work
Allergy and Immunotoxicology
Cardiology in Occupational Health
Education and Training in Occupational Health
Effectiveness in Occupational Health Services
Emergency Preparedness and Response
in Occupational Health
Epidemiology in Occupational Health
History of Prevention of Occupational and
Environmental Diseases
Indoor Air Quality and Health
Industrial Hygiene
Mining Occupational Safety and Health
Musculoskeletal Disorders
Nanomaterial Workers’ Health
Neurotoxicology and Psychophysiology
Occupational and Environmental Dermatoses
Occupational Health and COVID-19
Occupational Health Nursing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occupational Medicine
Occupational Toxicology
Occupational Health and Development
Occupational Health for Health Workers
Occupational Health in the Chemical Industry
Occupational Health in the Construction Industry
Radiation and Work
Reproductive Hazards in the Workplace
Respiratory Disorders
Rural Health: Agriculture, Pesticides and Organic Dusts
Shiftwork and Working Time
Small-Scale Enterprises and the Informal Sector
Thermal Factors
Toxicology of Metals
Unemployment, Job Insecurity and Health
Vibration and Noise
Women Health and Work
Work and Vision
Work Disability Prevention and Integration
Work Organisation and Psychosocial Factors

Invitation to partner with ICOH 2022
We invite you to partner with us and participate in this major global event by choosing from the partnership packages,
individual partnership opportunities or exhibition prospects.

Capitalize on this opportunity to reach a diverse, multi-disciplinary, unique audience at the
world’s largest occupational health Congress.
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ORGANIZERS
The International Commission on Occupational Health (ICOH)
The International Commission on Occupational Health (ICOH) is an international non-governmental professional association
whose aim is to foster the scientific progress, knowledge and development of occupational health and safety in all its
aspects. It was founded in 1906. Today, ICOH has more than 2,000 members from over 100 countries.
ICOH operates in consideration of the overriding importance of permanent training and education of experts as a means
to face the rapidly changing world of work, the need to develop occupational health services throughout the world, the
importance of creating BOHS guidelines, tools, training, and pilot projects in occupational health.
ICOH is recognized by the United Nations as non-governmental organization (NGO) and is in official relations with the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Labor Organization (ILO).
Further information is available at www.icohweb.org.
The ICOH 2022 Organizing Committee will ensure that this digital edition goes down in the history of occupational health
as one of the most influential events. This success relies on the involvement of a diverse range of partners from the
occupational health sector to provide the content of the ICOH 2022 through active participation and engagement, as well
as financial support and sponsorship to successfully stage the event. To do this, the Organizing Committee is ensuring that
each part of the program engages proactively with leaders in development sectors, with a view to the ICOH 2022 reaching
new commitments, new capacity and new prospects.
In this document, an exciting range of sponsorship opportunities have been developed to ensure a successful
outcome for sponsor involvement. Additional information can be provided to facilitate better understanding of opportunities
for alignment and mutual benefit with sponsors.
We aim to encourage your active participation in the ICOH 2022 program.

COMMITTEES & CONTACTS
Congress Presidents
Sergio Iavicoli
Malcolm Sim
Jukka Takala
Congress Organizing Committee
Diana Gagliardi (Committee Chair)
Claudina Nogueira (ICOH Vice-President)
Valeria Boccuni (ICOH Secretariat)
Erika Cannone (ICOH Secretariat)
Pierluca Dionisi (ICOH Secretariat, Coordination of Rome Stage)
Maureen Dollard (ICOH Board)
Garrett Burnett (ICOH 2022 Congress Awards Logistics)
Marilyn Fingerhut (ICOH 2022 Congress Awards Coordination)
Miguel Kabilio (ICOH SC)
Dino Pisaniello (ICOH Past Australian NS)
Won-Jun Choi (Gachon University, Coordination of abstract publication)
Desmond Gul (Monash University, Coordination of Melbourne Stage)
Pasquale Fruscella (INAIL)
Arianna Pagliara (INAIL)
Antonio Valenti (INAIL)
Peter Connaughton (AFOEM)
Romina Vizzaccaro (PCO Coordination team)
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Congress Secretariat
TRIUMPH ITALY SRL
VIA LUCILIO, 60 – 00136 ROME, ITALY
TEL. +39 06 35 53 01
+39 345 6566024
General enquiries:
icoh2022@thetriumph.com
Sponsorship and exhibition opportunities:
sponsor.icoh2022@thetriumph.com
Registration:
registration@thetriumph.com

SPONSORSHIP
Your organization’s involvement, commitment, and support for the ICOH 2022 will be widely acknowledged as outlined in
this prospectus. Early confirmation of your interest and support for the Congress will ensure a high level of exposure.
An extensive promotional campaign including advertisements, direct mail campaigns, email broadcasts and web exposure
will be implemented, and the opportunity exists for your company to be represented as a key sponsor of the Congress well
in advance of the actual dates. Partners can either select from our partnership levels and will receive acknowledgements,
benefits and entitlements according to this level of partnership or from the individual partnership and exhibition opportunities
available on the following pages. Various opportunities exist for partnerships.
We encourage you to contact us and create a package that suits your organization.
Exhibition space allocation will be made according to the “first come first served” principle.
Please note: Prices are in EUR Euros and DO NOT include Italian Current VAT.
VAT will be added to the final invoice unless documentation for exemption will be provided.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AT A GLANCE
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

Gold Partner												€ 25,000.00
Silver Partner												€ 15,000.00
Bronze Partner												€ 10,000.00

BRANDED MATERIALS

Company branded credential confirmation email								
€
Virtual Congress bag insert										€

GENERAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE CONGRESS

Unrestricted general contribution to the Congress organization						

VIRTUAL VENUE SERVICES

Virtual Hospitality lounge. Cost starting from								

ADVERTISEMENTS

2,500.00
1,000.00

€

1,500.00

€

4,000.00

Linkable company logo on congress website								
€ 1,500.00
#100-word Company description on the Congress website						
€
500.00
#150-word Company description on the Congress website						
€
800.00
Up to #300-word Company description on the Congress website						
€ 1,200.00
Congress website - development of the entire site, footer on all pages, with the exclusion
of the scientific program and registrations, displaying the message “Website developed with
the unconditional contribution of” with logo linkable to the company’s website				
€ 9,000.00
Company logo printed on Info desk in main hall (not in exclusive for max 3 sponsors)		
€ 6,000.00
Company logo printed on Info desk in main hall (in exclusive)				
€ 12,000.00
Static hanging banners in the Lobby									
€ 5,000.00
Linkable hanging banners in the Lobby									
€ 6,000.00
Hanging video in the Lobby										€ 7,000.00
Static Hanging banner on Poster and Oral Communication Hall (in exclusive)				
€ 4,000.00
Static Hanging banner on Poster and Oral Communication Hall (not in exclusive for a max of 3 sponsors) € 2,500.00
Linkable Hanging banner on Poster and Oral Communication Hall (in exclusive)				
€ 5,000.00
Linkable Hanging banner on Poster and Oral Communication Hall
(not in exclusive for a max of 3 sponsors)								
€ 2,500.00
Linkable Hanging banner in the Exhibition Hall (not in exclusive)					
€ 2,500.00
Linkable Hanging banner in the Exhibition Hall (in exclusive)					
€ 5,000.00
Static Hanging banner in Networking area (in exclusive)							
€ 3,500.00
Linkable Hanging banner in Networking area (in exclusive)						
€ 5,000.00
Social media post with company tag									
€ 2,000.00
Daily pop-up window during the event with direct access to the stand and website (cost for 1 pop up)
€ 2,000.00
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MAILING SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

Invitation mailing service - cost for one mailing								
Logo and/or name (with link) in e-newsletter - cost for one mailing					

€
€

2,500.00
1,500.00

#1 inside full page											€
#1 inside back cover											
€
#1 inside half page											€
Linkable logo on the Final Program/sponsor directory							
€
#100 word company description on Final program/sponsor directory					
€
#150 word company description on Final program/sponsor directory					
€
Up to #300 word company description on Final program/sponsor directory				
€

2,000.00
3,500.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
500.00
800.00
1,200.00

FINAL PROGRAM/SPONSOR DIRECTORY

GAMIFICATION

Leaderboard upon request

EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES

Exhibition area												€
Exhibitor badges											
€

5,000.00
50.00

Please note: Prices are in EUR Euros and DO NOT include Italian Current VAT.
VAT will be added to the final invoice unless documentation for exemption will be provided.

PARTNERSHIP PACKAGES
GOLD
PARTNER

SILVER
PARTNER

BRONZE
PARTNER

€ 25,000.00

€ 15,000.00

€ 10,000.00

Recognition in Congress communications. Listing status as per category

complimentary

complimentary

complimentary

Use of the Congress logo

complimentary

complimentary

complimentary

Complimentary sponsor registrations
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1

1

Linkable company logo on congress website

1

1

1

150

100

ITEMS

Company description (no. of words) on the Congress website
Mailing service

1

Logo and/or name (with link) in e-newsletter

1

Company registration confirmation email

1

Social media post with company tag

1

Congress bag insert

2

Linkable hanging banners in the Lobby

1

1

2

1

Video hanging banners in the Lobby

1

Full page advertisement in the Congress Final Program - #1 inside full
page

1

Half page advertisement in the Congress Final Program - #1 inside half
page

1
1

Linkable logo on the Final Program/sponsor directory
Company description (no. of words) on the Congress Program/Sponsor
directory

5

1

1

150

100

Exhibition Area. The virtual shell booth includes:
•
Resources (pdf, links, images or videos). Cost for the upload of up
to 10 elements
•
Aggregated data (number of booth/stand visitors, number of documents’ views)
•
Static company logo
•
Info representatives assignment
•
Public group chat
•
Private chat (chat with representative)

1

1

1

Linkable company logo

1

1

1

Hanging Video with iframe preview or Linkable Hanging banner

5

3

3

Additional items to be included in the box resources (pdf, links, images
or videos)

5

Link to Social Media (up to 3)

2

1

1

Survey

1

1

1

Inclusion of Calendly tool inside the booth.
This tool is for scheduling appointments with booth representatives. The
attendees will see all the available openings in the schedule and can
select the one that suits them best.

1

Exhibitor badges

5

3

3

N.B. the cost does not include the creation of the Calendly account and Zoom/
Teams link for the video call. If necessary, these aspects can be managed upon
quotation.

Please note: Prices are in EUR Euros and DO NOT include Italian Current VAT.
VAT will be added to the final invoice unless documentation for exemption will be provided.

INDIVIDUAL SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
BRANDED MATERIALS
•
•

Company branded Credential confirmation email
Every registered delegate will be provided with an official Congress registration confirmation
email. The sponsor has the exclusive right to have its logo on it.
Virtual Congress bag insert
Deliver your promotional materials directly into the delegates’ congress bag. This on-demand
item is a valuable tool the attendees use when planning their visits to the Exhibition Hall. Use
this high-profile opportunity to drive traffic to your booth, to showcase your company, or to draw
attention to discounts or events.
Note that the Insert document must be approved by the Secretariat. No product advertisement
is allowed.

€         2,500.00
€         1,000.00

GENERAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE CONGRESS
•

Unrestricted general contribution to the Congress organization

€         1,500.00

VIRTUAL VENUE SERVICES
•

Virtual Hospitality lounge. Cost starting from:
The opportunity to create your own corporate hub with ease of access is available for
sponsorship. Access only on invitation. Opportunity to preload recorded content and create live
content on demand.
The area is a “virtual raw space”, and it has been fully customized. No audio-visual equipment
is provided.
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€         4,000.00

ADVERTISEMENTS
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Linkable company logo on congress website
Up to #300-word Company description on the Congress website
#150-word company description on congress website
#100-word company description on congress website
Company logo, linked to your website and/or Company description will be published in the
Congress website inside the Sponsor dedicated page. The description should refer only to
institutional/company communication. Naming of product is not allowed.
Congress website
Development of the entire site, footer on all pages, with the exclusion of the scientific program and
registrations, displaying the message “Website developed with the unconditional contribution
of” with logo linkable to the company’s website
Company logo printed on Info desk in main hall (not in exclusive for max 3 sponsors)
Company logo printed on Info desk in main hall (in exclusive)
Company logo printed on Info desk in the virtual lobby.
Static hanging banners in the Lobby
Linkable hanging banners in the Lobby
Hanging video in the Lobby
Company hanging advertisement positioned in the virtual lobby. Company advertisement can
be purchased also with personal linkable option.
Static Hanging banner on Poster and Oral Communication Hall (in exclusive)
Static Hanging banner on Poster and Oral Communication Hall
(not in exclusive for a max of 3 sponsors)
Linkable Hanging banner on Poster and Oral Communication Hall (in exclusive)
Linkable Hanging banner on Poster and Oral Communication Hall
(not in exclusive for a max of 3 sponsors)
Company hanging advertisement positioned in Poster and Oral Communication Hall.
Linkable Hanging banner in Exhibition Hall (not in exclusive)
Linkable Hanging banner in the Exhibition Hall (in exclusive)
Company hanging advertisement positioned in Exhibition Hall.
Static Hanging banner in Networking area (in exclusive)
Linkable Hanging banner in Networking area (in exclusive)
Company hanging advertisement positioned in Networking area.
Social media post with company tag
Personalized company advertising post to be published on the official congress social media.
The content of the post must be provided by the company in advanced and must be approved
by the organizing committee.
Daily pop-up window during the event with direct access to the stand and website
(cost per 1 pop-up per day)
Announce any kind of information you wish with a daily pop-up notification on every delegate’s
platform, delivering your information whenever you wish. Limited number of notifications will be
provided per day.

€         1,500.00
€         1,200.00
€            800.00
€            500.00

€         9,000.00

€         6,000.00
€       12,000.00
€         5,000.00
€         6,000.00
€         7,000.00
€         4,000.00
€          2,500.00
€         5,000.00
€         2,500.00
€         2,500.00
€         5,000.00
€         3,500.00
€         5,000.00
€         2,000.00

€         2,000.00

MAILING SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

Invitation mailing service (cost for 1 mailing)
Announcement of any information you would like to send (content to be approved). You provide
us with your html message, or we may realize it for you under your instructions (upon quotation).
Your invitation will be sent to all registered participants starting from 4 weeks before the event.
Only the organising secretariat will be in charge in sending the emails out. #1 emailing shoot is
included in this service.
Logo and/or name (with link) in e-newsletter - cost for one mailing
Logo and/or name on the official monthly e-newsletter of the Congress
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€         2,500.00

€         1,500.00

FINAL PROGRAM/SPONSOR DIRECTORY
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

#1 inside full-page advertisement
#1 inside back cover advertisement
#1 inside half page advertisement
The Final web-Program will be available to all participants as published on the website. Finished
art work is to be supplied by the Sponsor, by the requested date. The advertisement page should
refer only to institutional/company communication. Advertisement of product is not allowed.
Linkable logo on the Final Program/sponsor directory
Up to #300-word company description on Final Program/sponsor directory
#150-word company description
#100-word company description
Company logo, linked to your website and/or Company description will be published in the
Congress final Program inside the Sponsor dedicated page. The description should refer only
to institutional/company communication. Naming of product is not allowed.

€         2,000.00
€         3,500.00
€         1,000.00

€         1,500.00
€         1,200.00
€            800.00
€            500.00

GAMIFICATION
•

Leaderboard
                    Cost to be defined
Be part of our leaderboard engagement activities! Opportunity to own the leaderboard
with both name recognition and or provide exclusive giveaways/prizes for the winners.

EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES
The exhibition will be a major component of the Congress and has been designed to maximize the opportunity for delegates
to visit the exhibition.
The ICOH 2022 exhibition is set to be the primary networking arena for delegates, Congress partners and exhibitors.
As to space allocation early booking is highly recommended to avoid disappointment.
The Organizing Secretariat will assign the booth on a “first come, first served” basis.
Exhibition area
The virtual shell booth includes:
A.
Static company logo
B.
Resources (pdf, links, images or videos)
C.
Public group chat
D.
Private chat (chat with representative)
E.
Info representative’s assignment
F.
2 exhibitor badges
G.
Aggregated data (number of booth/stand visitors, number of documents’ views)

   

€ 5,000.00

Exhibitor badges allow access to the exhibition area.
Exhibitor badges allow access to the exhibition area.
Additional Exhibitor badge can be purchased at € 50 VAT excluded.
Additional Exhibitor registration rates are only available for exhibiting personnel of exhibiting companies to the ICOH 2022.
Our Sponsorship and Exhibition team will be delighted to discuss the benefits of upgrading your exhibit to maximize
your exhibition presence. In order to meet your needs, the team is open to welcome any kind of sponsorship idea
you wish to realize.
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CONGRESS REGISTRATION FEES
EARLY BIRD
Until November 9, 2021

STANDARD
Until February 10, 2021

ICOH Member

€ 250.00

€ 310.00

ICOH Non Member

€ 330.00

€ 390.00

ICOH Student

€ 100.00

€ 145.00

ICOH Non Member Student

€ 150.00

€ 210.00

ICOH Member low and middle income country

€ 130.00

€ 180.00

ICOH Non Member low and middle income country

€ 180.00

€ 235.00

ICOH Member Student low and middle income country

€ 50.00

€ 75.00

ICOH Non Member Student low and middle income country

€ 80.00

€ 115.00

CATEGORIES

Low and middle income country – Visit the ICOH 2022 website to determine if you qualify for the discounted registration
fee for low and middle income country delegates.
Student Registration – to qualify for the student rate, you must be a full-time student undertaking a program or course of
study at a recognized institution. Proof of your full-time student status will be requested on registration.
Registration Fee Inclusions:
• Access to all sessions and events (live streaming, pre-recorded, and on-demand contents) during 6-10 February 2022;
• On-demand access to all recorded sessions for one month after the Congress;
• Access to all the scientific content for four months after the Congress closing;
• Access to networking areas and live chats with other delegates;
• Access to the digital exhibition area;
• Personalized digital Congress bag;
• Publication of all accepted abstracts in an online supplement of Safety and Health at Work (SH@W);
• Opportunity to participate in the Best Poster Competition;
• Certificate of attendance.
Scientific Program sessions are open to registered delegates only.
Cancellation Policy
All amendments or cancellation should be submitted in writing (by email) to Triumph Italy srl (registration@thetriumph.com)
according to the following policy:
• Cancellation before and including August 31, 2021, are entitled to 80% refund. Bank administration fee will not be
reimbursed.
• Cancellation before and including December 31, 2021, are entitled to 50% refund. Bank administration fee will not
be reimbursed.
• Cancellation after December 31, 2021, no refund shall be due.
More information about registration fees is available on the website www.icoh2022.net.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
All Sponsors will be treated on a “first come, first served” basis within the sponsorship category. As to space allocation,
early booking is highly recommended to avoid disappointment.
The sponsorship opportunities listed are not exhaustive and may vary according to medical regulations in force. Please
enquire with the secretariat, prepared to examine any other form of sponsorship which might be envisaged, as well as
special sponsorship. All sponsorship items include acknowledgement in all official congress documents and the congress
website. Please inform the secretariat should you need to be compliant with a specific regulation (EFPIA, MedTech, etc…).

SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION APPLICATIONS AND CONDITIONS

Sponsorship and exhibition applications must be received in writing. A written confirmation will be sent by the organizing
secretariat along with a contract to be signed.
A tax invoice will be issued upon receipt of the contract signed. Full payment must be made within 30 days from date of
invoice. Sponsorship will not be assigned without a signed contract and full payment. The Organizers reserve the right at
their total discretion to decline any application. All payments must be made in Euros.
Payment can be made via bank transfer and credit card. Bank transaction fees and/or administrative fees will be covered
by the sponsor. If the full payment is not received, the Congress Office has the right to review the Sponsorship commitment
and withdraw the application. In case of a failure to comply with the contact terms and conditions, the secretariat will be free
to reallocate the exhibition spaces, services and packages agreed to others.

CONDITIONS OF PAYMENT

A full deposit is required upon confirmation of your sponsorship participation for all contribution lower than € 20,000.00.
Opportunity to split the payment into two tranches, for sponsorship higher than € 20,000.00 (with final balance within
31st December 2021). For sponsorship agreements stipulated after 1st December 2021 a full payment will be request
immediately.
Failure to do so may result in your Congress partnership item or exhibition stand being released again for sale.

SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION CANCELLATION POLICY

In exceptional circumstances the Organizers will be prepared to consider cancellation of their Contract with a Sponsor or
Exhibitor but only if the following conditions are complied with:
• That the request for cancellation is submitted in writing.
• That the reason given for the cancellation is, in the opinion of the Organizer, well founded.
• That the Sponsor or Exhibitor agrees that the Organizers shall retain 50% of the contract price if the cancellation is
accepted between four and two months prior to the Congress and 100% of the contract price if the cancellation is
accepted within two months of the Congress.
Cancellation will not be considered if the Organizers deem that sponsorship entitlements have already been provided prior
to the submission of cancellation.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Sponsorship levels will be assigned as per company total investment in the congress.
Sponsors will be acknowledged as follows:
GOLD PARTNER
SILVER PARTNER
BRONZE PARTNER

€ 25,000.00
€ 15,000.00
€ 10,000.00

VAT/CHARGES

All prices indicated are current VAT excluded. VAT at the actual rate of 22%, will be added to all presented costs and must
be paid as invoiced. The organizers of the ICOH 2022 reserve the right to increase presented costs should VAT or any
other official charges be imposed/altered by law. Please inform the Organizing Secretariat should you be invoiced with VAT
exemption and provide us with the necessary administrative documents.
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MEDICAL REGULATIONS, AIFA & MEDTECH PROCEDURES

Please inform the secretariat should you need to be compliant with a specific regulation such as EFPIA, MedTech or others.
The sponsors should select among the opportunities those compliant with the regulation they subscribed.
The Organizers will do their best to offer an event compliant with the different regulations in force.
Please note that, to make the accreditation of the event and preregistration at the AIFA (Italian Medicines Agency) and
MedTech Vetting System, mandatory to sponsor, it will be necessary to receive written confirmation of your participation
(contract duly signed for approval) no later than October 29th, 2021. The organizing secretariat will take care of submitting
the preregistration to the competent Unit of the Italian Medicines Agency (AIFA) at least 70 days before the event so that
Italian companies can update and validate their requests within the required timing. The organizing secretariat will also take
care of submitting the event for standard approval on the MedTech Vetting System at least 120 days before the event.

ICOH REGULATION

Under no circumstances will the ICOH nor events partners accept advertising, funding donation or sponsorship from
companies and/or products that may present a threat to occupational health. These include but are not limited to asbestos,
tobacco, and arms industries.

CME

The European Accreditation will be requested for continuing medical education (CME).
There are existing agreements of mutual recognition of continuing medical education (CME) credit with the European Union
of Medical Specialties (UEMS), especially but not only with USA and Canada. Physicians should apply to these processes
by themselves.

FORCE MAJEURE

For reasons beyond the control of, or in cases of force majeure, the organizer may change the date of the event, decrease
or extend the duration and change timing. In such exceptional cases, the exhibitor has no right to demand the cancellation
of the contract. If, for any reason, including force majeure, the event could not take place, the funds available after
commitments have been adjusted, will be allocated among the exhibitors in proportion to the individual payments made. In
all these cases, the exhibitors cannot, for whatever purpose or reason sue the Organization for damages.

GOVERNING LAW

This sponsorship is made and shall be governed under Italian Law. Exclusive jurisdiction and venue of any actions arising
out of or relating to or in any way connected to this sponsorship, its negotiation or termination, or the event, will be in the
courts of Rome, Italy.

CONTACTS

Applications for Sponsorship and/or exhibition must be made in writing. Please send an email to:
sponsor.icoh2022@thetriumph.com.
We are at your disposal to ensure your marketing goals. We value our relationships with sponsors and are constantly
striving to provide you with the service and benefits that will give your company maximum satisfaction for your sponsorship.
Your ideas and suggestions on how ICOH 2022 can best meet your needs as a sponsor are always appreciated.

Thank you for your confidence & support.
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CONTACT US
PROFESSIONAL CONGRESS ORGANIZER
TRIUMPH ITALY SRL
VIA LUCILIO, 60 – 00136 ROME (IT)
PH. +39 06 35 53 01
+39 345 6566024
General enquiries:
icoh2022@thetriumph.com
Sponsorship and exhibition opportunities:
sponsor.icoh2022@thetriumph.com
Registration:
registration@thetriumph.com

